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Abstract 
The widespread use of automatic speaker recognition technology in real world applications demands for robustness against 
various realistic conditions. In this paper, a robust spectral feature set, called NDSF (Normalized Dynamic Spectral Features) is 
proposed for automatic speaker recognition in mismatch condition. Magnitude spectral subtraction is performed on spectral 
features for compensation against additive noise. A spectral domain modification is further performed using time-difference 
approach followed by Gaussianization Non-linearity. Histogram normalization is applied to these dynamic spectral features, to 
compensate the effect of channel mismatch and some non-linear effects introduced due to handset transducers. Feature extraction 
using proposed features is carried out for a text independent automatic speaker recognition (identification) system. The 
performance of proposed feature set is compared with conventional cepstral features like (mel-frequency cepstral coefficients and 
linear prediction cepstral coefficients), for acoustic mismatch condition caused by use of different sensors. Studies are performed 
on two databases: A multi-variability speaker recognition (MVSR) developed by IIT-Guwahati and Multi-speaker continuous 
(Hindi) speech database (By Department of Information Technology, Government of India). From experimental analysis, it is 
observed that, spectral domain dynamic features enhance the robustness by reducing additive noise and channel effects caused by 
sensor mismatch. The proposed NDSF features are found to be more robust than cepstral features for both datasets.  
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1. Introduction 
Automatic Speaker Recognition is the task performed by the machine to recognize individual from a person’s 
voice. The system can be text dependent (trained and tested for specific words or phrases) or text independent (no 
constrain on what is spoken). Depending on end task or decision it can be classified as speaker identification or 
verification. Ease of availability, naturalness and inexpensive devices (microphones) to collect the data are the main 
reasons of popularity of task specific applications related to speaker recognition. The potential applications of 
speaker identification can be found in multi-user systems such as speaker tracking or speaker diarization to locate 
the segment of a given speaker in an audio segment or in automatic segmentation of teleconferences. Also it founds 
useful in helping transcription of courtroom discussion and forensic applications. 
       The increasing use of speaker recognition system as a biometric and data-driven fields demands for accuracy in 
unconstrained situations. Robustness of speaker recognition system is one of the crucial issues for its use in real 
world applications. Any system is said to be robust if its performance varies negligibly due changes in uncontrolled 
conditions. Mismatch in training and testing conditions causes the original speech to be severely affected. This will 
drop the performance of the speaker recognition system and is always undesirable. In this view, robust front end 
features can enhance the accuracy of the system in any type of mismatch and noise. 
       Cepstral features are most commonly used in state-of-art speaker recognition. Ease of computation and 
satisfactory performance in clinical environment are the two main reasons of its widespread use. However studies 
[3, 4] found that the performance of speaker recognition system using these features is much degraded in actual 
working conditions, than tested in clinical environment. The reason for degradation is the sensitivity of cepstral 
features for noise and mismatch. Delta and double-delta features [5] are commonly appended to cepstral features to 
improve the recognition accuracy for speech and speaker recognition. A spectral level modification is proposed in 
[6], to improve speech recognition performance in the presence of noise and reverberation. Considering the similar 
approach, we propose modified spectral features called Normalized Dynamic Spectral Features (NDSF), to improve 
the robustness of speaker recognition in mismatched conditions. As the goal is to investigate the performance of the 
features alone, all the remaining system parameters are kept static in order to get unbiased results. 
      The paper is organized as follows: In section II a brief overview of various features and approaches towards 
robustness is reviewed. Computation of proposed NDSF features is described in section III. Description of database 
and system structure is described in IV with results and discussion in section V and conclusion given in Section VI. 
2. Cepstral features and approaches towards robustness 
      The speaker specific information present in the speech signal can be observed in both physiological and 
behavioural characteristics. Accordingly, the speech features are categorized as low level and high level features [3]. 
Low level features (like spectral and cepstral features) contribute the information related to physical structure of 
vocal tract, while high level features (like prosodic, phonetic or conversational patterns) carry the behavioural 
characteristics of the speaker. State of art MFCC features using GMM speaker models were well studied in [7]. In 
[8], problem of speaker identification and verification in noisy conditions is studied by using missing-feature theory 
to model noise with unknown temporal-spectral characteristics. Combining LP residual phase information related to 
excitation source with cepstral features (MFCCs) representing vocal tract, had given improved speaker verification 
performance on NIST database [9]. In [10], use of simple prosodic features such as those extracted from fixed size 
contour segments, without the knowledge of any higher level information are fused with state-of-art cepstral based 
features showed improved performance for speaker recognition. Experimental evaluations of mismatched and 
limited data, with additive noise environment is carried out based on missing data approach using various channel 
compensation techniques like CMN and RASTA. Different modelling techniques like GMM, GMM-UBM and 
GMM-SVM are used in [11] to improve the robustness of text independent speaker identification.Cepstral based 
feature vector warping using a Gaussian target distribution is proposed in [12] to compensate for channel mismatch, 
additive noise and non-linear disturbances due to handset transducer. Authors in [13] investigated some of the newly 
proposed features like mel line spectral frequencies (MLSF), residual phase, mean and difference mean energy 
within the critical band (MECB) on NIST SRE 2001 database. A new set of feature vector set named mean Hilbert 
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envelope coefficients (MHEC) of Gamma-tone filter bank outputs is proposed in [14] to study speaker identification 
in reverberant mismatch condition. Improved channel robust MFCCs are proposed in [15] to compensate 
transducer/microphone mismatch for continuous speech speaker recognition. High energy regions are considered to 
be most reliable in the presence of noise. Front end processing based on autoregressive models followed by 
modulation filtering process is proposed for robust feature extraction in noisy conditions [16]. Recently, use of 
discrete Karhunen-Love transform (D-KLT) is made in order to reduce the dimensionality of conventional MFCCs 
[17], over short sequence frames for speaker identification. 
3. NDSF Feature Analysis and Computation 
 
Speech is a non-stationary (slowly time varying) signal when observed over a short interval of time (5 -100 ms) 
and its characteristics changes rapidly over the interval 100 ms -5 sec. In order to examine the speech signal , it is 
necessary to divide it into short frames of 20 to 30 ms. Analysis of speech signal done over this interval is known as 
segmental analysis. During this interval the characteristics of speech signal are assumed to be stationary. Short-time 
Fourier transform (STFT) is commonly used to explore the spectral contents of speech signal. A window function 
(usually hamming window) is used to avoid spectral leakage caused due to direct framing. The convenient short 
time stationary behavior is exploited to characterize vocal tract transfer function unique to a particular speaker. 
From source-filter model of speech production [18], rapidly changing excitation source provides basic temporal fine 
structure; while slowly varying filter provides spectral color (or spectral shape). The peaks of the vocal tract 
response correspond approximately to its formants, which depends on shape and length of vocal tract providing 
useful information related to a particular speaker.  
The speech signal gets deteriorated (or distorted) while travelling through various transmission channels. 
Communication channels or recording devices may introduce noise in the original signal. Such noise is known as 
convolutive noise and is observed as additive in frequency domain. At the first stage, input speech signal is pre-
emphasized using a simple first order FIR filter, to avoid the spectral tilt [18] due to nature of glottal pulses. 
Hamming window of 25 msec with a frame shift of 10 msec is used for framing the speech signal. Short-time 
Fourier transform is then applied on the windowed speech, to obtain the spectral details. The Fourier transform of 
the windowed speech segment ( , )X Z W  is given by: 
                                        1( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , )
k k kk
X H G W
P
Z W Z Z Z Z Wf
 f
¦                                         (1) 
where ( ) ( )
k k
H GZ Z  represents the spectral envelope consisting of glottal and vocal tract contribution and ( , )W Z W  
is the Fourier transform of window function. The global shape of spectral envelope is considered to be most 
informative part of the spectrum in speaker recognition.  
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Fig.1 Spectrogram of windowed Speech signal (same speaker) from different sensors 
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Fig.1 shows the narrowband spectrogram of the same speaker’s speech recorded with different sensors from 
IITG-MVSR database. It is observed that, the spectral details are clear and distiguishable for the speech collected 
from the Headset, whereas much distorted for the one collected from Digital Voice Recorder (DVR). Thus the type 
of device/handset may cause acoustic mismatch degrading the speech to be processed. Consequently,  the speaker 
specific features will also get damaged, degrading the overall system performance. 
To recuperate the speech signal convolved with the impulse response of communication channel or a recording 
devices, spectral subtraction (SS) is performed on the magnitude spectrum of the speech signal [19]. In this 
technique, the estimate of average magnitude spectrum is subtracted from the magnitude spectum of speech 
distorted through the channel. The spectral subtraction filter can be expressed as the product of noisy (distorted) 
speech spectrum ( )Y k  and spectral gain function, ( )
SS
W k  as: 
          '( ) ( ) ( )
ss
X k W k Y k                                                                      (2) 
                                              
where the frequency response of spectral subtraction filter 
( )
SS
W k , is given as: 
                                                            ( ) '( )( ) 1
( )
k N kWss k fn
Y k
Dª º « »¬ ¼
                                                                           (3) 
 
In equation (3),  '( )N k  represents the estimate of noise average amplitude spectrum, α(k) is the frequency 
dependent subtraction factor. The function fn(.) can be chosen to avoid negative values of ( )
SS
W k  and provide 
smoother frequency response [20]. 
A set of overlapping band-pass filters (40 filters over the sampling frequency of 16 kHz) with mel-scale spacing 
[1] is used to do energy integration over the entire frequency band. These filters extract subband energy as a spectral 
feature from every speech frame. Since short time speech power changes faster than short-time noise power, the 
time difference (delta) operation performed on each frame can attenuate the noise components. Thus, the spectral 
domain dynamic information helps to boost the rapidly changing speech components and suppress slowly varying 
noise components. The delta parameter of ith feature is defined as: 
   
 
                                           (4) 
  
where [ ]
k
f i  denote ith feature in the kth time frame with M typically 2-3 frames. We call these features as 
dynamic spectral features. The dynamic spectral features trim down any additive noise and help to improve 
robustness of the features.  
Direct use of dynamic spectral features is unsuitable for speaker recognition application, due to their non-
Gaussian nature. Feature warping is performed further, to map original spectral sample space into Gaussian 
distribution. The speaker dependant feature distribution is mapped to target distribution using histogram 
normalization, which is similar in concept to histogram equalization used in image analysis. Each spectral feature 
vector is warped to Gaussianized distribution (on frame by frame basis) so that the resulting feature distribution is 
made more consistent across the channel and sensor mismatch. 
 A normal distribution in a variable X with mean μ and variance  is a statistic distribution with probability 
distribution function is given by [21]: 
                                                                    
2 2( ) /(2 )1( )
2
xP x e P VV S
                                                              (5)            
        
The source spectral features with measured distribution  are being mapped to warped features component 
having Gaussianized distribution  as: 
[ ] [ ] [ ]
k k M k M
i f i f if   '
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2
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     Fig.2 shows the histogram of original and warped spectral features (before and after Gaussianization) for a 
single speaker.  
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Fig.2 .Dynamic spectral features (a) Before and (b) After Gaussianization 
The Gaussianized cepstral coefficients are normalized using cepstral mean normalization (CMN) to linear 
channel effects locally. This temporal mean is a rough estimate of the channel response. Acceleration coefficients  
are then derived from dynamic spectral features in cepstral domain, written from equation (4) as: 
                               [ ] [ ] [ ]
k k M k M
i f i f if   '  '''                                                        (7) 
Fig.3 shows the important steps in the extraction of the NDSF features discussed above. 
 
Fig.3. Block diagram showing the extraction of NDSF features 
4.  System Structure and Database  
 
   For experimental analysis a closed set text independent speaker identification system is build  with LBG vector 
quantization as pattern formation technique [22]. The model formation is based on three separate features namely: 
LPCC, MFCC and NDSF respectively. Vector quantization is computationally efficient with storing and comparing 
large amounts of template data in the form of individual spectra. A multi-variability speaker recognition database 
with sensor mismatch from EMST Lab [23] is used for experimental analysis. Speech data from 100 speakers (81 
Male and 19 Female) is collected using five different sensors namely Headset, Table PC, Digital voice recorder, 
Mobile-1 and Mobile-2. As speech from each device is sampled at different sampling rate, all the speech files are re-
sampled at 8 kHz. The speech is of read style in English for 3-5 minutes duration. Out of which first 30 ms speech is 
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used for training the system and 10 ms speech from the same speech file is chosen arbitrarily for testing. The second 
database is multi-speaker, continuous (Hindi) speech database generated by TIFR, Mumbai (India) and made 
available by Department of Information Technology, Government of India. The database contains a total of 
approximately 1000 Hindi sentences, a set of 10 sentences read by each of 100 speakers. These 100 sets of sentences 
were designed such that each set is `phonetically rich' [24]. The speech data was simultaneously recorded using two 
microphones: one good quality, close-talking, directional microphone and another desk-mounted Omni-directional 
microphone. Database of 97 speakers is used for evaluation purpose. Training and testing is performed with 
different sensors (mismatch). The database used in this experimentation allows us to well investigate the mismatch 
effect on the performance of speaker recognition system. Out of various mismatch conditions available in the 
dataset, we have cosidered only the case of sensor mismatch. 
5.  Results and Discussion    
From experimental analysis (for both datasets), it is observed that, the designed system with all three features sets 
give 98 to 100 % correct identification rate under matched condition (same sensors/not shown in the results).  Fig.4 
shows the evaluation results using Hindi dataset, whereas Fig.5 illustrates the results obtained on IITG database. 
From Fig. 4 (a) it is observed that all three features in its baseline form are very much sensitive to sensor mismatch. 
Adding Gaussian non-linearity and appending dynamic information to spectral improves the percentage 
identification rate appreciably as observed from Fig.4 (b). Inclusion of spectral subtraction in combination with 
feature normalization further improves the accuracy of the system using to 100 % in the case of proposed (NDSF) 
features. 
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Fig.4 Speaker Identification Performance (a) without and (b) with dynamic features (Hindi Dataset) 
 
Under matched and clean training and testing condition (Headset-Headset), MFCC features found to give slightly 
better results (1 % to 2 %) than LPCC and NDSF features. Fig. 5 (a) and (b) compares the performance of various 
features for sensor mismatch condition using IITG-MVSR database. As observed from Fig.5 (a), the acoustic 
mismatch caused due to mismatch in devices used for training and testing, drop down the recognition rate 
drastically, especially for the case of MFCCs and LPCCs. Also it is apparent from plots that NDSF features in its 
baseline form (without use of CMN and SS) gives better percentage identification for all four cases of mismatch 
than that of MFCC and LPCC features (Fig.5.a). Addition of temporal (dynamic) information to the three feature 
sets(Fig. 5.b), resulted in significant improvement in all four cases of mismatch. Dynamic spectral features are found 
to perform much better especially for the case of Headset-Digital voice recorder. Inclusion of spectral subtraction in 
combination with cepstral mean normalization to NDSF features further improves the accuracy to almost 100 %. 
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                Fig.5 (a) Speaker Identification Performance of features without dynamic features (IITG Dataset)  
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          Fig.5 (b) Speaker Identification Performance of features with dynamic features (IITG Dataset) 
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6. Conclusion 
 
In this work, a new set of features set called Normalized Dynamic Spectral Features (NDSF) is proposed and 
investigated for sensor mismatch condition. Use of dynamic spectral information and Gaussianized feature warping 
showed greater contribution towards the robustness in mismatch condition. The proposed feature set is observed to 
be more robust than cepstral features like MFCCs and LPCCs. The case of sensor mismatch is investigated in this 
work and gives the promising results. Further work will be to examine the performance of NDSF features in various 
other real world mismatch conditions. 
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